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Abstract
We deal with a free boundary problem, depending on a real parameter λ, in a infinite
strip in R2, which admits a planar travelling wave solution for every λ ∈ R. We prove
existence, uniqueness and regularity results for the solutions near the travelling wave.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we deal with a free boundary problem, modelling the propagation
of premixed flames in a infinite strip in R2, for positive time t . Denoting by (η, y)
the space variables, by Θ , S and ξ the unknowns which represent, respectively,
the reduced temperature, the reduced nondimensional enthalpy and the front, the
system for Θ , S and ξ reads as follows:
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Θt(t, η, y)=∆Θ(t, η, y), y ∈ (−l, l), η < ξ(t, y),
Θ(t, η, y)= 1, y ∈ (−l, l), η ξ(t, y),
St (t, η, y)=∆S(t, η, y)− λ∆Θ(t, η, y), y ∈ (−l, l), η = ξ(t, y),
[Θν]
(
t, ξ(t, y), y
)+ exp(S(t, ξ(t, y), y))= 0, y ∈ (−l, l),[
(S − λΘ)ν
](
t, ξ(t, y), y
)= 0, y ∈ (−l, l),
[Θ](t, ξ(t, y), y)= [S](t, ξ(t, y), y)= 0, y ∈ (−l, l),
DyΘ(t, η, l)=DyS(t, η, l)= 0, η = ξ(t, l),
DyΘ(t, η,−l)=DyS(t, η,−l)= 0, η = ξ(t,−l), (1.1)
with the additional condition
Dyξ(t,± l)= 0, t  0. (1.2)
Here we denote the jump at η= ξ(t, y) by the symbol [·], ∆=D2η +D2y and λ=
− 12e, e being the reduced Lewis number. At any point (η, y) with η = ξ(t, y)
we denote by ν = (ν1, ν2) the unit normal vector to the surface η = ξ(t, y) with
ν1 > 0. So, we have a one-phase equation for Θ and a two-phase problem for S.
See Fig. 1.
Problem (1.1) has been proposed by Sivashinsky in several papers (see, e.g.,
[2]). He used such a problem, set in the whole space rather than in the strip, to
derive formally the well known Kuramoto–Sivashinsky equation for the front,
namely the fourth-order equation (see [11,12])
ϕτ + 4ϕηηηη + ϕηη + 12 (ϕη)
2 = 0.
Sivashinsky derived system (1.1) in the whole space from the equations governing
a certain system in which some combustion processes are taking place. Denoting
by T the temperature, by Y the mass fraction, by Le the Lewis number, and by ω
Fig. 1.
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the reaction rate of the system, given by the Arrhenius law, the diffusional thermal
system reads as follows:
∂T
∂t
=∆T +ω(Y,T ), ∂Y
∂t
= Le−1∆Y −ω(Y,T ). (1.3)
The near equidiffusional flames theory (NEF) requires that the reaction is
confined in a thin zone of order 1/Z (Z being the Zeldovich number, namely
a dimensionless measure of the activation energy), and that Le−1 = 1 − Z−1e.
It requires also that the enthalpy H = Y + T of the system can be expanded
as H = Hf + O(Z−1) as Z tends to +∞ (Hf being its value at x = −∞).
This latter requirement corresponds to expand T and Y as T = T0 + Z−1T1 +
Z−2T2 + · · · and Y = (Hf −T0)+Z−1(H1 −T1)+Z−2(H2−T2)+ · · · . Within
this framework, the diffusional–thermal model (1.3) gives raise to the differential
equations in (1.1) provided we replace T0 by Θ , H1 by 2S and −e by λ,
respectively. The continuity at the front of Θ and S and the jump conditions on
the normal derivatives at the front give the jump conditions in (1.1).
Of course, the formulation of the free boundary problem in the strip is more
relevant from a physical point of view than in the space. It has been considered
in [2]. In such a setting the lateral boundaries y = ± l corresponds to adiabatic
walls and this gives the conditions on the normal derivatives of Θ and S at
y =± l.
Free boundary problems arising in combustion theory have been deeply studied
in the last decade. We refer the reader to the papers [1] where the authors are
concerned with a system of equations similar to (1.1) in the one-dimensional case,
[3] where abstract free boundary problems relevant to bounded regular domains
are considered, and [6]. More recently, in [4,5,7] the authors deal with our system
in the whole space R2.
Here we study problem (1.1), (1.2) in both nonweighted and exponentially
weighted Hölder spaces (cf. Definition 3.1). In the first case, according to [2], we
consider the additional condition
S(t,±∞, y)=Θ(t,−∞, y)= 0, t  0, y ∈ [−l, l]. (1.4)
In the weighted case we work with functions Θ and S which decrease exponen-
tially at −∞ but we allow S to increase exponentially. From the physical point of
view working with such kind of exponentially weighted spaces is still consistent
since we can assume that the enthalpy of the system increases to +∞ at η tends
to +∞.
Problem (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) admits a planar travelling wave solution (TW) given
by (Θ(t, x), S(t, x), ξ(t))= (Θ0(x + t), S0(x + t),−t), where
Θ0(x)=
{
ex, x < 0,
1, x  0, S
0(x)=
{
λxex, x < 0,
0, x  0. (1.5)
This paper will be followed by another one (see [8]) in which we will deal with
stability results for the TW solution in (1.5) and with bifurcation of nonplanar TW.
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Here, we prove the main results we need for stability and bifurcation (i.e.,
existence and uniqueness of a regular solution to the initial value problem for
system (1.1), (1.2) in the context of both weighted and nonweighted Hölder
spaces). We also provide further regularity results for the solution to problem
(1.1), (1.2) for initial data which are close to the TW in (1.5). Roughly speaking,
we prove that the more the initial datum is regular, the more the solution is, both
with respect to time and to the space variables. In particular, we show that the
front (namely, the function ξ ) is analytic for t > 0. From a physical point of view
this is what we can expect.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we transform our problem into
a fully nonlinear evolution problem in the strip Ωl := (−∞,0] × [−l, l]. We are
so led to the study of the problem
Dtu = Lu+F(u),
Bu= G(u),
Dyu(· , · ,± l)= 0,
u(0, ·)= u0,
(1.6)
L being a second-order linear differential operator,B being a first-order boundary
differential operator, F being a fully nonlinear and nonlocal operator depending
not only on u but also on its space derivatives up to the second order, and G
being a nonlinear boundary differential operator depending on u and its first-order
derivatives.
In Section 3 we introduce the Banach spaces we deal with in this paper which
are nonweighted and weighted spaces of continuous functions. In Sections 4 and 5
we prove that the realization L of L, in both nonweighted and weighted spaces
of continuous functions defined in an half-strip, generates an analytic semigroup,
and we provide Schauder type estimates that will be basic tools in proving the
existence and regularity properties of the solution to problem (1.6). Such estimates
are not trivial since we deal with an unbounded domain with corners. Their proofs
are technical and we prefer to postpone them until the Appendix.
As it is shown in Theorems 4.3 and 5.3, the spectrum of L consists, both
in nonweighted and exponentially weighted space, of two spectral sets: the
continuous and the point spectrum (the first being independent of λ). In the
nonweighted case the continuous spectrum is contained in the half space Reω 0
and it is tangent to the imaginary axis, while the element of the point spectrum
with nonnegative real parts are at most finitely many, in both the nonweighted
and weighted case. Choosing an appropriate exponential weight provides us a
gap between the point and the continuous spectrum of L since it pushes the
continuous spectrum far from the imaginary axis. Hence, in the weighted case,
we can successfully apply the Linearized Stability Principle both to prove stability
and instability results.
Next, in Sections 6 and 7 we solve problem (1.6) in the time domain [0, T ] for
any T > 0 in the framework of Hölder continuous functions, showing existence
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and uniqueness and further regularity properties, such as analyticity, for initial
data sufficiently small.
Finally, in Appendix A we prove some technicalities needed in the proof of the
Schauder type estimates, and to solve the parabolic problem in Section 6. Since
these results and their proofs are very technical, we prefer to postpone them until
the Appendix to make the paper more readable.
2. Reduction to a fixed boundary problem and preliminaries
In this section we transform our problem into an equivalent one of the type
(1.6). First of all we fix the boundary by setting Θ1(t, x, y)=Θ(t, x+ξ(t, y), y),
S1(t, x, y) = S(t, x + ξ(t, y), y). Moreover, we set ϕ(t, y) = ξ(t, y) + t . Easy
computations show that the triplet (Θ1, S1, ϕ) solves the following problem:
Θ1t +Θ1x =∆Θ1 + (ϕy)2Θ1xx − 2ϕyΘ1xy + (ϕt − ϕyy)Θ1x , x < 0, (2.1)
Θ1 ≡ 1, x  0, (2.2)
S1t + S1x =∆S1 − λ∆Θ1 + (ϕy)2
(
S1xx − λΘ1xx
)+ (ϕt − ϕyy)S1x
− 2ϕy
(
S1xy − λΘ1xy
)+ λϕyyΘ1x , x = 0, (2.3)[
Θ1x
]=−(1+ ϕ2y)−1/2eS1, [S1x]=−λ(1+ ϕ2y)−1/2eS1, (2.4)
[Θ1] = [S1] = 0, (2.5)
S1(t,−∞, y)= S1(t,+∞, y)=Θ1(t,−∞, y)= 0, (2.6)
DyΘ
1(t, x,± l)=DyS1(t, x,± l)=Dyϕ(t,± l)= 0. (2.7)
Here [·] denotes the jump at x = 0, and ∆= D2x +D2y . To decouple the system
we argue as in [5] introducing the new unknowns v and w defined by
(i) Θ1(t, x, y)=Θ0(x)+Θ0x (x)ϕ(t, y)+ v(t, x, y),
(ii) S1(t, x, y)= S0(x)+ S0x (x)ϕ(t, y)+w(t, x, y). (2.8)
Performing the change of unknowns in (2.8) we get an equivalent problem for
the triplet (v,w,ϕ). But taking the jump of both the sides of (2.8i) at x = 0, and
recalling that [Θ1] = [S1] = 0, we get
ϕ(t, y)=−v(t,0, y), ∀t > 0, ∀y ∈ [−l, l]. (2.9)
Setting u = (v,w,h), where h(x, y) = w(−x, y) for any (x, y) ∈ Ωl :=
(−∞,0] × [−l, l], and replacing the unknown front by its expression in terms
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of u given by (2.9), we get the following problem which is equivalent to (2.1)–
(2.7):
ut = Lu+F0(u)− vt (· ,0, ·)Ψ (u), in R+ ×Ωl ,
(Bu(t, ·))(y)= G(u(t, ·))(y), t  0, y ∈ [−l, l],
Dyu(t, x,± l)= 0, t  0, x ∈ (−∞,0],
(2.10)
where the second-order differential operator L is given by
Lu = (∆v− vx,∆w−wx − λ∆v,∆h+ hx), (2.11)
the boundary differential operator B = (B0,B1,B2) is given by
(B0u)(y)= λv(0, y)−w(0, y)+ h(0, y), y ∈ [−l, l],
(B1u)(y)= λv(0, y)+ λvx(0, y)
−wx(0, y)− hx(0, y), y ∈ [−l, l],
(B2u)(y)= v(0, y)+ h(0, y)− vx(0, y), y ∈ [−l, l],
(2.12)
F0(u)= (f1(u), f2(u), f3(u)) is given by
f1(u)=
(
vy(0, ·)
)2(
Θ0xx − v(0, ·)Θ0xxx + vxx
)
+ 2vy(0, ·)
(−vy(0, ·)Θ0xx + vxy)
+ vyy(0, ·)
(−v(0, ·)Θ0xx + vx), (2.13)
f2(u)=
(
vy(0, ·)
)2(
S0xx − v(0, ·)S0xxx +wxx
)
+ 2vy(0, ·)
(−vy(0, ·)S0xx +wxy)
+ vyy(0, ·)
(−v(0, ·)S0xx +wx)− λf1(u), (2.14)
f3(u)=
(
vy(0, ·)
)2
hxx − 2vy(0, ·)hxy − vyy(0, ·)hx, (2.15)
while Ψ (u) and G(u) are defined by
Ψ (u)= (−v(0, ·)Θ0xx + vx,−v(0, ·)S0xx +wx,−hx) (2.16)
and
G(u)= (0,0, g(u)), g(u)= 1+ h(0, ·)− (1+ (vy(0, ·))2)−1/2eh(0,·).
(2.17)
Problem (2.10) still contains the unknown vt (t,0, y) in its right-hand side. But
evaluating the first component of the differential equation in (2.10) at x = 0 we
can make such a term explicit in terms of the space derivatives of u provided
vx(t,0, y)− v(t,0, y) = −1. Thus we finally get the following problem for u:
ut (t, x, y)= Lu(t, x, y)+F(u(t, ·))(x, y), t  0, (x, y) ∈Ωl ,
(Bu(t, ·))(y)= G(u(t, ·))(y), t  0, y ∈ [−l, l],
Dyu(t, x,± l)= 0, t  0, y ∈ [−l, l],
(2.18)
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where
F(u(t, ·))=F0(u(t, ·))
− ∆v(t,0, ·)− vx(t,0, ·)+ f1(u(t, ·))(0, ·)
1− v(t,0, ·)+ vx(t,0, ·) Ψ
(
u(t, ·)), (2.19)
for any t ∈R+.
Note that the TW solution of the original problem corresponds to the null
solution to (2.18), and the solutions close to the TW correspond to small solutions
to (2.18). For such solutions v(t,0, y)− vx(t,0, y) = 1 and (2.19) is well defined.
3. The function spaces
In this section we introduce the Banach spaces we deal throughout this paper.
For notation convenience we use bold style to denote vector valued functions.
According to the notations of the previous sections, for any r ∈ (0,+∞], we
denote by Ωr the set Ωr = (−∞,0)× (−r, r), and by Ωr its closure in R2.
Definition 3.1. For any r ∈ (0,+∞], the function space Xk(Ωr) is defined as
follows:
Xk(Ωr)=
{
f ∈Ck(Ωr): lim
x→−∞D
αf(x, y)= 0, ∀y ∈ [−r, r], ∀|α| [k]
}
,
k  0.
We endow the space Xk(Ωr) with the norm of Ck(Ωr).
Moreover, for any 0 < a < b and any α ∈ (0,1) we denote by Xα/2,α(a, b,Ωr)
and X1+α/2,2+α(a, b,Ωr) the Banach spaces
Xα/2,α(a, b,Ωr)=
{
u: u(t, ·) ∈Xα(Ωr), ∀t ∈ [a, b],
sup
a<t<b
∥∥u(t, ·)∥∥
Xα(Ωr)
<+∞,
u(· , x, y) ∈ Cα/2([a, b]), ∀(x, y) ∈Ωr,
sup
(x,y)∈Ωr
∥∥u(· , x, y)∥∥
Cα/2([a,b]) <+∞
}
,
X1+α/2,2+α(a, b,Ωr)=
{
u: D
α1
t D
α2
x D
α3
y u ∈Xα/2,α(a, b,Ωr),
for 2α1 + α2 + α3  2
}
.
They are normed by
‖u‖Xα/2,α (a,b,Ωr) = sup
a<t<b
∥∥u(t, ·)∥∥
Xα(Ωr)
+ sup
(x,y)∈Ωr
[
u(· , x, y)]
Cα/2([a,b]),
‖u‖X1+α/2,2+α(a,b,Ωr) =
∑
2α1+α2+α32
∥∥Dα1t Dα2x Dα3y u∥∥Xα/2,α (a,b,Ωr).
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Next we define the weighted spaces X/k(Ωr) (k > 0), X /α/2,α(a, b,Ωr) and
X /1+α/2,2+α(a, b,Ωr). X/k(Ωr) is the space of all the functions f := (f, g1, g2)
such that
(x, y) → f/(x, y)= (e−x/2f (x, y), e−x/2g1(x, y), ex/2g2(x, y))
belongs to Ck(Ωr). We norm it by taking
‖f‖
X
/
k(Ωr)
= ‖f/‖Ck(Ωr)
for any f ∈X/k(Ωr).
The weighted spaces X /α/2,α(a, b,Ωr) and X /1+α/2,2+α(a, b,Ωr) are defined
as the corresponding nonweighted ones, with Xk(Ωr) everywhere replaced
by X/k(Ωr). We norm them accordingly to the norm of Xα/2,α(a, b,Ωr) and
X1+α/2,2+α(a, b,Ωr).
Remark 3.2. It is easy to check that X/k(Ωr) can be characterized as the space
of all the continuously differentiable up to the [k]-order functions such that
Dαf ∈X/0(Ωr) for any |α|< [k] and Dαf ∈X/k−[k](Ωr) for any |α| = [k]. More-
over, the norm
|||f|||
X
/
k(Ωr)
=
∑
|α|[k]
‖Dαf‖
X
/
0(Ωr)
+
∑
|α|=[k]
[Dαf ]
X
/
k−[k](Ωr)
is equivalent to the norm ‖ · ‖
X
/
k(Ωr)
.
Definition 3.3. For any α ∈ (0,1), a, b, l > 0, a < b, C(j+α)/2,j+α([a, b] ×
[−l, l]) (j = 1,2) denote the usual parabolic Hölder spaces
C(j+α)/2,j+α
([a, b] × [−l, l])
=
{
ψ: ψ(t, ·) ∈Cj+α([−l, l]), sup
t∈[a,b]
∥∥ψ(t, ·)∥∥
Cj+α([−l,l]) <+∞,
ψ(· , y) ∈ C(j+α)/2([a, b]),
sup
y∈[−l,l]
∥∥ψ(· , y)∥∥
C(j+α)/2([a,b]) <+∞
}
,
endowed with the norm
‖ψ‖C(j+α)/2,j+α ([a,b]×[−l,l]) = sup
t∈[a,b]
∥∥ψ(t, ·)∥∥
Cj+α([−l,l])
+ sup
y∈[−l,l]
[
ψ(· , y)]
C(j+α)/2([a,b]), j = 1,2.
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4. Generation and spectral results in the nonweighted space X0(Ωl),
l ∈R+
In this section we prove that the realization L of the second-order differential
operator L (cf. (2.11)) in X0(Ωl) generates an analytic semigroup, we character-
ize the real interpolation spaces of order α/2, 1/2 and 1 + α/2 (α ∈ (0,1)) and
we determine the spectrum of L.
Theorem 4.1. The operator L generates an analytic semigroup in X0(Ωl)
provided we set
D(L)=
{
u ∈X0(Ωl)∩
⋂
1<q<+∞
W
2,q
loc (Ωl), Lu ∈X0(Ωl),
Bu(0, y)= 0, ∀y ∈ [−l, l], Dyu(x,± l)= 0, ∀x  0
}
, (4.1)
where the boundary differential operator B is given by (2.12).
Proof. We begin by proving that, for sufficiently large Reω, the eigenvalue
problem ωu− Lu = f admits at least a solution u belonging to the space defined
by the right-hand side of (4.1). For this purpose we introduce the extension
operator E ∈ L(X0(Ωl),X0(Ω∞)) defined by Ef = (Ef1,Ef2,Eg) where, for
any f ∈ L∞(Ωl), Ef is defined as Ef (x, y) = f (x, (−1)n(y − 2ln)) for any
x  0, any y ∈ [(2n− 1)l, (2n+ 1)l) and any n ∈ Z.
We now consider the equation ωv−Lv =Ef. In [5, Theorems 4.1 and 5.4] the
authors showed that, for sufficiently large Reω, it admits a unique solution
v ∈X0(Ω∞)∩
⋂
1<q<+∞
W
2,q
loc (Ω∞)
such that Lv ∈ X0(Ω∞), Bv = 0 at x = 0. Moreover, there exists a positive
constant M , independent of f, such that |ω|‖v‖X0(Ω∞)  M‖Ef‖X0(Ω∞). The
restriction u of v to Ωl belongs toX0(Ωl)∩⋂1<q<+∞W 2,qloc (Ωl) and satisfies the
differential equation ωu−Lu = f, as well as the boundary conditionBu(0, ·)= 0,
and Lu ∈ X0(Ωl). Moreover, u satisfies the resolvent estimate |ω|‖u‖X0(Ωl) 
M‖E‖L(X0(Ωl),X0(Ω∞))‖f‖X0(Ω∞), for some M > 0.
To show that u actually belongs to D(L), we only need to check that
Dyu(· ,± l) = 0 and this follows by observing that v(x, ·) is symmetric with
respect to the straight lines y = l and y =−l for any x  0. In fact, the functions
v± defined by v±(x, y)= v(x,±2l−y), for any (x, y) ∈Ω∞ satisfy the equation
ωw − Lw = Ef, due to the fact that Ef is symmetric with respect to the straight
lines y = l and y =−l.
The same arguments show that u is actually the unique solution to the equation
ωu−Lu= f belonging to the space defined by the right-hand side of (4.1). ✷
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We can now characterize the interpolation spaces DL(α/2,∞), DL(1/2,∞)
and DL(1+ α/2,∞), α ∈ (0,1).
Theorem 4.2. For any α ∈ (0,1) the following characterizations hold:
DL(α/2,∞)=
{
u ∈Xα(Ωl): B0u= 0 at x = 0
}
, (4.2)
DL(1+ α/2,∞)=
{
u ∈X2+α(Ωl): Bu= 0, B0Lu = 0 at x = 0,
Dyu(x,± l)= 0, x  0
}
, (4.3)
with equivalence of the respective norms. Moreover,{
u ∈X1(Ωl): B0u = 0 at x = 0, Dyu(x,± l)= 0, x  0
}
⊂DL(1/2,∞), (4.4)
with continuous embedding.
Proof. We begin with (4.2). From the proof of Theorem 4.1 we know that
E ∈ L(X0(Ωl),X0(Ω∞))∩L(D(L),D(L∞)), where
D(L∞)=
{
X0(Ω∞)∩
⋂
1<q<+∞
W
2,q
loc (Ω∞): Lv ∈X0(Ω∞),
Bv= 0 at x = 0
}
.
Thanks to a well known result of interpolation (see [15, Sections 1.2.2, 1.3.3]),
E ∈ L(DL(α/2,∞),DL∞(α/2,∞)). This implies that, for any u ∈DL(α/2,∞),
Eu belongs to DL∞(α/2,∞)= {v ∈Xα(Ω∞): B0v = 0 at x = 0} (cf. [5, Theo-
rem 5.5]). Consequently, u ∈ Xα(Ωl), B0u(0, ·) = 0 and the inclusion “⊂” in
(4.2) follows.
Let us prove the other inclusion. We recall that DL(α/2,∞) can be defined as
the space of all f ∈X0(Ωl) such that
[[f ]]DL(α,∞) = lim sup
ω→+∞
∥∥ωα/2LR(ω,L)f∥∥
X0(Ωl)
<+∞,
and the norm |||f|||DL(α,∞) = ‖f‖X0(Ωl) + [[f ]]DL(α/2,∞) is equivalent to the usual
norm of DL(α,∞). From the proof of the previous theorem we deduce that
ER(ω,L)f = R(ω,L∞)Ef for any f ∈ X0(Ωl). Consequently, for any u ∈
Xα(Ωl) such that Bu= 0 at x = 0, it holds that∥∥ωα/2LR(ω,L)u∥∥
X0(Ωl)

∥∥ωα/2L∞R(ω,L∞)Eu∥∥X0(Ω∞)
C‖u‖Xα(Ωl), (4.5)
for some positive constant C and sufficiently large ω, and the reverse inclusion in
(4.2) follows.
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To prove (4.4) we can argue as in the proof of (4.5) observing that E ∈
L({u ∈ X1(Ωl): B0u = 0 at x = 0, Dyu(x,± l) = 0}, {u ∈ X1(Ωl): B0u = 0
at x = 0}), recalling that {u ∈ X1(Ω∞): B0u = 0 at x = 0} ⊂ DL∞(1/2,∞)
(cf. [5, Theorem 5.5]), and E is a linear isomorphism between DL(1/2,∞) and
DL∞(1/2,∞).
To conclude the proof let us show that (4.3) holds. Checking the inclusion “⊃”
is rather trivial thanks to (4.2).
The other inclusion in (4.3) follows easily arguing as in the proof of
the inclusion “⊂" in (4.2) observing that E ∈ L(DL(1 + α/2,∞),DL∞(1 +
α/2,∞)). This finishes the proof. ✷
We are now in a position to determine the spectrum of L. We recall that the
spectrum of L coincides with the spectrum of the part of L in DL(α/2,∞).
Therefore, we first determine the set of ω ∈C such that the equation ωu−Lu = f
admits a unique solution in C2+α(Ωl) ∩D(L) when f ∈ Cα(Ωl) and then we
show that such a set is actually the spectrum of L in DL(α/2,∞).
The knowledge of the spectrum of L will be fundamental for the stability and
bifurcation results of [8].
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that f ∈Xα(Ωl). Then the equation
ωu−Lu = f (4.6)
admits a unique solution u ∈ X2(Ωl) ∩ D(L) if and only if ω /∈ σcont(L) ∪
σpoint(L), where
σcont(L)=
{
ω ∈C: Reω−(Imω)2},
σpoint(L)=
⋃
n∈N
{
ω ∈C: detMλ(ω,n)= 0
}
, (4.7)
detMλ(ω,n)= µ1,n(µ1,n +µ2,n)+
λµ21,n
µ1,n +µ2,n −
λπ2n2
4l2
1
µ1,n +µ2,n ,
and
µj,n := µj,n(ω)= 12
(
1+ 4ω+ π
2n2
l2
)1/2
+ (−1)j 1
2
, j = 1,2, n ∈N.
In such a case, u ∈ X2+α(Ωl) and there exist two positive constants C1 and C2,
depending on ω but not on f, such that
‖u‖Xj+(j−1)α (Ωl)  Cj‖f‖X(j−1)α(Ωl), j = 1,2. (4.8)
In particular, σ(L)= σcont(L)∪ σpoint(L).
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Proof. Fix f ∈ Xα(Ωl) and observe that Eq. (4.6) is uniquely solvable in
X2(Ωl)∩D(L) if and only if the problem{
ωv−Lv = g,
v(x, y)= v(x,−y), (x, y) ∈Ω2l , (4.9)
admits a unique solution v in X2(Ω2l) such that Bv = 0 and Dyv(· ,±2l)= 0.
Here g is the extension of f to Ω2l defined by g(x, y)= f (x, l + (−1)j−1y) for
any x  0 and any (−1)jy ∈ [0,2l], j = 1,2.
Suppose that v = (v,w,h) ∈ X2(Ω2l) is a solution to problem (4.9). Since
v is even with respect to y , it can be developed in a cosine Fourier series. Set
g = (f, g1, g2). Denote by vˆ(· , n)= (vˆ(· , n), wˆ(· , n), hˆ(· , n)) (n ∈ N) the Fourier
coefficients of v defined by
vˆ(x,n)=
2l∫
−2l
v(x, y) cos
(
πn
2l
y
)
dy, x  0,
and observe that they belong to C2((−∞,0]), are solution to the differential
equations
(
ω+ π2n24l2
)
vˆ(x, n)− vˆxx(x,n)+ vˆx(x, n)= fˆ (x, n), x ∈ (−∞,0],(
ω+ π2n24l2
)
wˆ(x,n)− wˆxx(x,n)+ wˆx(x,n)
+ λvˆxx(x,n)− π2n24l2 λvˆ(x,n)= gˆ1(x,n), x ∈ (−∞,0],(
ω+ π2n24l2
)
hˆ(x, n)− hˆxx(x,n)− hˆx(x, n)= gˆ2(x,n), x ∈ (−∞,0],
(4.10)
and satisfy the boundary conditions
hˆ(0, n)− wˆ(0, n)+ λvˆ(0, n)= 0,
hˆx(0, n)+ wˆx(0, n)− λvˆx(0, n)− λvˆ(0, n)= 0,
hˆ(0, n)+ vˆ(0, n)− vˆx(0, n)= 0.
(4.11)
Easy computations show if ω /∈ σcont(L) (and only in this case) the solutions to
problem (4.10) are bounded in (−∞,0] and determined up to a triplet of constants
(c1(n), c2(n), c3(n)) for any n ∈N. Computing the boundary conditions in (4.11)
we are led to the linear systems
Mλ(ω,n)
(
c1(n), c2(n), c3(n)
)= F(f, n), n ∈N,
where F(· , n) (n ∈N) is a linear operator with values in R3 and
Mλ(ω,n)=

λ
(
µ22,n − π
2n2
4l2
) 1
(µ1,n+µ2,n)2 + λ 1 −1
λ+ λ(π2n24l2 −µ22,n) µ1,n(µ1,n+µ2,n)2 + λµ2,n −µ1,n −µ2,n
1−µ2,n 1 0
 .
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This triplet can uniquely be determined if and only if detMλ(ω,n) = 0. In such a
case the function v is defined by v = v1 + v2, where
vj (x, y)= 12l
+∞∑
n=0
a1(n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
eµj,nt fˆj (t + x,n) dt
+ 1
2l
+∞∑
n=0
a1(n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
x
eµ3−j,nt fˆj (x − t, n) dt
+ 1
2l
e(2−j)x
+∞∑
n=0
a2,j (n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
eµ1,n(t+x)gˆ1(t, n) dt
+ 1
2l
e(2−j)x
+∞∑
n=0
a3,j (n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
eµ1,n(t+x)fˆ (t, n) dt
+ 1
2l
+∞∑
n=0
a4,j (n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
eµ3−j,n(t+x)e(j−1)t gˆ2(t, n) dt
+ 1
2l
e(2−j)x
+∞∑
n=0
a5,j (n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
teµ1,n(t+x)fˆ (t, n) dt,
(4.12)
j = 1,2, f1 = (f, g1−λ∆v,0), f2 = (0,0, g2), a1(n)= µ1,n+µ2,n and ak,j (n)=
ak,j (n,ω,λ) ∈ C3, k = 2, . . . ,5, j = 1,2, satisfy the assumption of Lemma A.3
in Appendix A. (A more explicit expression of the coefficients ak,j is given in [8,
Section 3.3].)
Now, thanks to Lemmas A.1–A.3 and A.6 and Remark A.4, we deduce that the
function v defined by (4.12) belongs to X2+α(Ω2l). Of course, v is the (unique)
solution to (4.9). Consequently, the function (x, y) → v(x, y − l) is the unique
solution to (4.6) and satisfies (4.8).
To conclude the proof, let us check that σ(L) = σcont(L) ∪ σpoint(L). For
this purpose, we consider problem (4.9) with g ≡ 0. It is easy to see that if
ω ∈ σ˚cont(L) (the biggest open set contained in σcont(L)) then any solution to
the differential equations in (4.9), independent of y , belonging to C2((−∞,0])
and tending to 0 as x → −∞, is determined up to a quadruplet of posi-
tive constants c = (c1, . . . , c4) and this quadruplet cannot be uniquely deter-
mined from the boundary conditions in (4.9). If ω ∈ σpoint(L) then there ex-
ists n0 ∈ N such that the matrix M(ω,n0) has rank equal to two. Hence
there exists a nonnull triplet (c1(n0), c2(n0), c3(n0)) solution to the equation
detMλ(ω,n0)(c1(n0), c2(n0), c3(n0)). The function u= (v,w,h), where
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v(x, y)= c1(n0)eµ2,n0x cos
(
πn0
2l
y − πn0
2
)
,
w(x, y)=
(
c2(n0)− λ µ2,n0 +ω2µ2,n0 − 1
c1(n0)
)
eµ2,n0x cos
(
πn0
2l
y − πn0
2
)
,
h(x, y)= c3(n0)e−µ1,n0x cos
(
πn0
2l
y − πn0
2
)
, (4.13)
is now easily seen to be a nontrivial solution to Eq. (4.6) belonging to D(L). ✷
Remark 4.4. From the characterization of the interpolation spaces in Theo-
rem 4.2, it follows that for any u ∈D(L) such that Lu ∈Xα(Ωl) and B0Lu = 0
then u ∈X2+α(Ωl) and there exists a positive constant C, independent of u, such
that
‖u‖X2+α(Ωl)  C
(‖u‖X0(Ωl) + ‖Lu‖Xα(Ωl)). (4.14)
Thanks to Theorem 4.3 we can drop out the condition B0Lu = 0 and extend
the above Schauder type estimate to all the functions u ∈ D(L) such that Lu ∈
Xα(Ωl). This property will be a basic tool when dealing with the existence of a
solution to the parabolic problem (2.18) and with its optimal Hölder regularity.
5. Generation results in the weighted space X0(Ωl)
In this section we are devoted to show that the realization L of L in X/0(Ωl)
generates an analytic semigroup, and to determine its spectrum.
Theorem 5.1. The realization L of the second-order linear operator L in X/0(Ωl)
generates an analytic semigroup provided we set
D(L)=
{
u ∈X/0(Ωl) ∩
⋂
1<q<+∞
W
2,q
loc (Ωl), Lu ∈X/0(Ωl),
Bu(0, y)= 0, ∀y ∈ [−l, l], Dyu(x,± l)= 0, ∀x  0
}
. (5.1)
Proof. We begin the proof by observing that
|ω|‖u‖
X
/
0(Ωl)
+ |ω|1/2‖Du‖
X
/
0(Ωl)
C‖ωu−Lu‖
X
/
0(Ωl)
, (5.2)
for any u belonging to the right-hand side of (5.1). To get (5.2) it suffices to
apply [7, Theorem A.1, estimate (A.8)] to the function Eu (see the proof of
Theorem 4.1) observing that E ∈L(X/0(Ωl),X/0(Ω∞)).
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Let us now prove that for any f ∈X/0(Ωl) Eq. (4.6) admits a solution belonging
to D(L) provided Reω is sufficiently large. For this purpose we observe that the
function u= (v,w,h) defined by u(x, y)= v(x, y− l), v being given by (4.12), is
a distributional solution to the equationωu−Lu = f belonging toX/1(Ωl). Indeed,
easy computations show that the series defining v converge locally uniformly in
Ωl since e−x/2v converges in C(Ωl). Now, since the Fourier coefficients of v are
solutions to the first differential equations in (4.10), it is easy to check that〈
v, (ω−∆−Dx)ϕ ⊗ψ
〉= 〈v,f 〉,
for any ϕ ∈ C∞0 ((−∞,0)) and any ψ ∈ C∞0 ((−l, l)), where (ϕ ⊗ ψ)(x, y) =
ϕ(x)ψ(y) for any (x, y) ∈Ωl . Since the space of all the finite linear combinations
of functions of the form ϕ ⊗ ψ with ϕ ∈ C∞0 ((−∞,0)) and ψ ∈ C∞0 ((−l, l)) is
dense in C∞0 ((−∞,0)× (−l, l)) (see [14, Section 8, Theorem 1]), we deduce that
v is a distributional solution of the equation ωu−∆u+Dxu= f . From regularity
results for elliptic equations, we deduce that v ∈⋂1<q<+∞W 2,qloc (Ωl). The same
arguments prove that the series defining e−x/2w and ex/2h converge uniformly
in C1(Ωl). Moreover, they belong to
⋂
1<q<+∞W
2,q
loc (Ωl) and are distributional
solutions of the last two differential equations in (4.6).
To conclude, we have to prove that u satisfies the boundary conditions. It
suffices to observe that the Fourier coefficients of the function v satisfy the
boundary conditions in (4.11) and the series defining v and its x-derivative con-
verge locally uniformly in Ω2l .
Now thanks to (5.2) we easily deduce the assertion. ✷
We now give a characterization of the interpolation spaces DL(α/2,∞),
DL(1/2,∞) and DL(1+ α/2,∞) when α ∈ (0,1).
Theorem 5.2. For any α ∈ (0,1) the following characterizations hold:
DL(α/2,∞)=
{
u ∈X/α(Ωl): B0u = 0
}
, (5.3)
DL(1+ α/2,∞)=
{
u ∈X/2+α(Ωl): Bu= 0, B0Lu= 0 at x = 0,
Dyu(x,± l)= 0, x  0
}
, (5.4)
with equivalence of the respective norms. Moreover,{
u ∈X/1(Ωl): B0u= 0 at x = 0, Dyu(x,± l)= 0, x  0
}
⊂DL(1/2,∞), (5.5)
with continuous embedding.
Proof. The proof of the inclusion “⊃” in (5.3) and the proof of (5.5) are quite
similar to the ones given in [5, Theorem 5.5] and hence they are omitted.
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Let us now prove the other inclusion in (5.3). For notation convenience we
denote by X/1,0(Ωl) the space defined in the left-hand side of (5.3). From (5.2) it
follows that X/1,0(Ωl) belongs to the class J1/2 between X
/
0(Ωl) and D(L) (see
also [9, Proposition 3.1.11]). The reiteration theorem implies that DL(α/2,∞)⊂
(X
/
0(Ωl),X
/
1,0(Ωl))α,∞ ⊂ (X/0(Ωl),X/1(Ωl))α,∞ with continuous embeddings.
Let us prove that (X/0(Ωl),X
/
1(Ωl))α,∞ ⊂ X/α(Ωl) with continuous embed-
ding. For this purpose, we observe that there exists an extension operator
E1 ∈ L(BUC(Ωl),C(R2)) ∩ L(C1(Ωl),C1(R2)) (cf. [13, Chapter VI, Sec-
tion 2]). By interpolation it follows that E1 is a linear isomorphism between
(C(Ωl),C
1(Ωl))α,∞ and Cα(R2). Hence C(Ωl),C1(Ωl))α,∞ = Cα(Ωl).
Similarly, the operator T defined by T f = f / for any f ∈ X/0(Ωl) is easily
seen to be a linear isomorphism between (X/0(Ωl),X
/
1(Ωl))α,∞ and Cα(Ωl). This
implies that (X/0(Ωl),X
/
1(Ωl))α,∞ =X/α(Ωl). Hence DL(α/2,∞) ⊂X/α(Ωl).
To conclude the proof of (5.3), we have to check that B0u ≡ 0 for any
u ∈ DL(α/2,∞). Since DL(α/2,∞) ⊂ DL(β,1) for any β ∈ (0, α/2) (see [9,
Proposition 1.2.3]) we can limit ourselves to showing that B0u = 0 for any
u ∈DL(β,1). For this purpose it suffices to observe that DL(β,1) is continuously
embedded in X/0(Ωl) and D(L) is dense in DL(β,1) (see [9, Proposition 1.2.12]).
Let us check (5.4). The inclusion “⊃” is immediate by virtue of (5.3). The
other inclusion follows from the subsequent Theorem 5.3. Indeed, suppose that
u ∈ DL(1 + α/2,∞). Then u ∈ D(L) and Lu ∈ X/α(Ωl). This implies that
u ∈X/2+α(Ωl). Hence DL(1+α/2,∞)⊂X/2+α(Ωl) with continuous embedding
by virtue of (5.6). ✷
We now consider the following theorem, similar to Theorem 4.3, providing
optimal Schauder estimates for the solution to (4.6) in weighted Hölder spaces,
and characterizing the spectrum of the realization L of L in X/0(Ωl).
Theorem 5.3. For any f ∈ X/α(Ωl) Eq. (4.6) is uniquely solvable in X/2(Ωl) ∩
D(L) if and only if ω /∈ σ/cont(L) ∪ σpoint(L), where σ/cont(L) = {ω ∈ R−: ω 
−1/4}, and σpoint(L) is defined in (4.7). In such a case, the solution u ∈
X
/
2+α(Ωl), and there exist two positive constants C1 and C2 such that
‖u‖
X
/
j+(j−1)α (Ωl)
 Cj‖f‖X/
(j−1)α(Ωl)
, j = 1,2. (5.6)
In particular, σ/(L)= σ/cont(L)∪ σpoint(L).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. In particular, the same
arguments used in the proof of Lemma A.3 in Appendix A, show that the function
u defined by u(x, y) = v(x, y − l), where v is given by (4.12), belongs to
X
/
2+α(Ωl) and satisfies (5.6). ✷
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Remark 5.4. To conclude this section we observe that Theorem 5.3 provides
us optimal Schauder type estimates similar to that in (4.14) in weighted Hölder
spaces.
6. Solving the parabolic problem (2.18)
This section is devoted to determine a solution (2.18) with optimal regularity
both in the weighted and in the nonweighted Hölder spaces. We shall give a
detailed proof in the nonweighted case since the proof in the weighted case can be
straightforwardly obtained from that in the nonweighted case, taking Remark 3.2
into account.
Our main goal is to prove that problem (2.18) is uniquely solvable in
X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl), T > 0, at least for data with sufficiently small norm. This
means that we are dealing with problem (1.1), (1.2) near the TW solution (1.5).
To begin with, we deal with the problem
Dtu(t, x, y)= (Lu(t, ·))(x, y)+ f(t, x, y),
(t, x, y) ∈ [t0, t0 + δ] ×Ωl,
(Bu(t, ·))(y)= (h1(t, y), h2(t, y), h3(t, y)),
(t, y) ∈ [t0, t0 + δ] × [−l, l],
Dyu(t, x,± l)= 0, (t, x) ∈ [t0, t0 + δ] × (−∞,0],
u(t0, x, y)= u0(x, y), (x, y) ∈Ωl,
(6.1)
for suitably smooth data f, u0, and hj , j = 1,2,3. For h1 = 0, h2 = 0, t0 = 0 and
δ = T , problem (6.1) is nothing but the linearized problem (at u = 0) associated
with problem (2.18).
Theorem 6.1. Fix T > 0, t0 ∈ [0, T ) and δ ∈ (0, T − t0]. Suppose that f ∈
Xα/2,α(t0, t0+δ,Ωl), u0 ∈X2+α(Ωl), h1 ∈C1+α/2,2+α([t0, t0+δ]×[−l, l]), and
h2, h3 ∈C(1+α)/2,1+α([t0, t0 + δ]× [−l, l]), α ∈ (0,1). Assume that the following
compatibility conditions hold:
Bu0(t0, ·)≡ (h1(t0, ·), h2(t0, ·), h3(t0, ·)),
B0(Lu0 + f(t0, ·))≡Dth(t0, ·),
Dyu0(· ,± l)≡ 0, Dyhj (· ,± l)≡ 0, j = 1,2,3.
(6.2)
Then problem (6.1) admits a unique solution u ∈ X1+α/2,2+α(t0, t0 + δ,Ωl).
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C0, independent of data and of (t0, δ),
such that
‖u‖X1+α/2,2+α(t0,t0+δ,Ωl)
 C0
(‖u0‖X2+α(Ωl) + ‖f‖Xα/2,α (t0,t0+δ,Ωl)
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+ ‖h1‖C1+α/2,2+α([t0,t0+δ]×[−l,l]) + ‖h2‖C(1+α)/2,1+α([t0,t0+δ]×[−l,l])
+ ‖h3‖C(1+α)/2,1+α([t0,t0+δ]×[−l,l])
)
. (6.3)
In particular, if h1 ≡ 0, h2 ≡ 0, h3 ≡ ψ and t0 = 0, the solution u can be
represented by
u(t, ·)= etLu0 +
t∫
0
e(t−s)L
(
f(s, ·)+LNψ(s, ·)) ds
−L
t∫
0
e(t−s)LNψ(s, ·) ds, ∀t > 0, (6.4)
where N is the lifting operator defined in Lemma A.6 in Appendix A.
Proof. We begin with the case t0 = 0 and δ = T . Introduce the function u1 :
[0, T ] × Ωl → R3 defined by u1(t, x, y) = (0,−M(h1(t, ·))(x, y),0), for any
(t, x, y) ∈ [0, T ] ×Ωl , where M is the lifting operator defined in Lemma A.6.
Easy computations show that u1 belongs to X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) and there
exists a positive constant C1 such that
‖u1‖X1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl)  C1‖h1‖C1+α/2,2+α([0,T ]×[−l,l]). (6.5)
Moreover, by construction Bu1 = (h1,0,0). Observe that if u satisfies (6.1) then
the function v = u − u1 turns out to be a solution to the problem (6.1) with (f,
h1, h2, h3,u0) being now replaced by (Lu1 −Dtu1 + f,0, h2, h3,u0 − u1(0, ·)).
Such a problem can be handled with slight changes as in the proof of [9, The-
orem 5.1.18(iii)]. First of all we split it into the sum of the two problems (P1) and
(P2), set in the time domain [0, T ], where
(Pj )

Dtvj = Lvj + (2j − 3)LM(h2, h3)
+ (j − 1)(f+Lu1 −Dtu1),
Bvj = (2− j)(0, h2, h3),
Dyvj (· ,± l)= 0,
vj (0, ·)= (3− 2j)M(h2(0, ·), h3(0, ·))
+ (j − 1)(u0 − u1(0, ·)),
j = 1,2, where M(h2, h3) = (−Nh3,−N(λh3 + h2),0) and N is the lifting
operator defined in Lemma A.6. To apply the technique of the quoted theorem
we only need to check that M(h2, h3) ∈ C(1+α)/2([0, T ];DL(1/2,∞)). For this
purpose we observe that since N ∈ L(C(R),X1(Ωl)) (see Lemma A.6), we
deduce that M(h2, h3) ∈ C(1+α)/2([0, T ];X1(Ωl)) and there exists a positive
constant C2, such that∥∥M(h2, h3)∥∥C(1+α)/2([0,T ];X1(Ωl))
 C2
(‖h2‖C(1+α)/2,1+α([0,T ]×[−l,l]) + ‖h3‖C(1+α)/2,1+α([0,T ]×[−l,l])).
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Moreover, observing that B0M(h2, h3) = 0, and taking (4.4) into account, we
deduce that M(h2, h3) belongs to C(1+α)/2([0, T ];DL(1/2,∞)).
Adapting the proof of [9, Theorem 5.1.18(iii)] to our situation we can
now prove that both the problems (P1) and (P2) are uniquely solvable in
X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl). Moreover,
‖v1‖X1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl) + ‖v2‖X1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl)
 C3
(‖u0‖X2+α(Ωl) + ‖f‖Xα/2,α (0,T ,Ωl) + ‖h2‖C(1+α)/2,1+α([0,T ]×[−l,l])
+ ‖h3‖C(1+α)/2,1+α([0,T ]×[−l,l])
)
, (6.6)
C3 being a positive constant. The function u = u1 + v1 + v2 is now easily seen
to be the (unique) solution to (6.1) and it satisfies (6.3) thanks to (6.5) and (6.6).
Moreover, the constant C in (6.3) depends only on the quantities
Mk = sup
t∈[0,T+1]
‖tkLketL‖L(X0(Ωl)),
Mk,α = sup
t∈[0,T+1]
‖tk−αLketL‖L(DL(α,∞),X0(Ωl)), k = 0,1,2.
From the proof of [9, Theorem 5.1.18(iii)] we also deduce that if h1 ≡ 0 and
h2 ≡ 0, then the function u can be represented as in (6.4).
To prove the assertion when t0 > 0, we apply the obtained result to the
functions t → f(t− t0, ·), t → hj (t− t0, ·) (j = 1,2,3), defined for t ∈ [0, δ]. ✷
We are now in a position to solve problem (2.18). As is easily seen, any solution
u to (2.18) belonging to X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) with u(0, ·)= u0, is a fixed point
of the operator Γ defined, for any u ∈ X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) with a sufficiently
small norm, by
Γ u(t, ·)= etLu0 +
t∫
0
e(t−s)L
[F(u(s, ·))+LNg(u(s, ·))] ds
−L
t∫
0
e(t−s)LNg(u(s, ·)) ds,
where F and g are defined by (2.13)–(2.17) and (2.19).
Theorem 6.2. For any T > 0 and any α ∈ (0,1) there exists ρ0 such that for every
u0 ∈ B(0, ρ0)⊂X2+α(Ωl) satisfying the following compatibility conditions:
Bu0 ≡ G(u0), B0
(Lu0 +F(u0))≡ 0, Dyu0(· ,± l)≡ 0, (6.7)
problem (2.18) admits a unique solution u ∈ X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) such that
u(0, ·)= u0. Moreover, there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that
‖u‖X1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl)  C‖u0‖X2+α(Ωl). (6.8)
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Proof. The proof is divided in two steps. First, in step 1 we prove that there exist
ρ0, ρ > 0 such that for any u0 ∈ B(0, ρ0)⊂ X2+α(Ωl) satisfying (6.7), problem
(2.18) admits a unique solution u ∈ B(0, ρ)⊂X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl).
Next, in step 2 we prove that u is, actually, the unique solution to problem
(2.18) belonging to X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) provided ρ0 is sufficiently small. In
other words, we show that the solutions corresponding to small data are, in their
turn, close to the null solution.
Step 1. Denote by B(0,u0, ρ) the closed set
B(0,u0, ρ)=
{
u ∈ X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl): ‖u‖X1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl)  ρ,
Dyu(· ,± l)= 0, u(0, ·)= u0
}
.
A long but straightforward computation shows that F(u) ∈ Xα/2,α(0, T ,Ωl) for
any u ∈ B(0,u0, ρ0) and∥∥F(v)−F(u)∥∥Xα/2,α (0,T ,Ωl) K1(ρ)‖v− u‖X1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl), (6.9)
where K1 is a continuous function vanishing as ρ tends to 0.
To estimate the function g we need to show that for any u ∈ X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,
Ωl), Dxu, Dyu belong to C(1+α)/2([0, T ];X0(Ωl)) and there exists a positive
constant C1 such that
‖u‖C(1+α)/2([0,T ];X1(Ωl))  C1‖u‖X1+α/2,2+α (0,T ,Ωl). (6.10)
Once (6.10) is proved, a standard technique shows that g(u) ∈ C(1+α)/2,1+α
([0, T ] × [−l, l]) for any u ∈B(0, ρ)⊂X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) and∥∥g(v)− g(u)∥∥
C(1+α)/2,1+α([0,T ]×[−l,l]) K2(ρ)‖v− u‖X1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl),
(6.11)
where K2(ρ) is a positive function which goes to 0 as ρ tends to 0.
To prove (6.10) we can take advantage of [9, Lemma 5.1.1]. To apply the
quoted lemma to our situation we need to show that there exists a positive constant
C2 such that
‖f‖X1(Ωl) C2‖f‖(1+α)/2Xα(Ωl) ‖f‖
(1−α)/2
X2+α(Ωl). (6.12)
This can be done if we observe that there exists a bounded linear operator E3 :
BUC(Ωl)→ BUC(R2) mapping BUCk(Ωl) in BUCk(R2) for any k ∈ [0,3] (cf.
[13, Chapter VI, Section 2]), recalling that C1(R2) belongs to the class J(1−α)/2
between Cα(R2) and C2+α(R2).
Next we observe that for any u ∈B(0,u0, ρ), the triplet (u0,F(u), g(u)) satis-
fies the first three boundary conditions in (6.2) by virtue of (6.7), while the fourth
one is implied by the condition Dyu(t, · ,± l) = 0 for any t ∈ [0, T ]. The Ba-
nach fixed point theorem together with Theorem 6.1 now show that the equation
Γ (u)= u is uniquely solvable in B(0,u0, ρ) provided ρ is sufficiently small and
ρ0  ρmin(1, (2C0)−1), where C0 is the constant in (6.3).
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Step 2. Let us sketch the remaining of the proof. To prove that the function u is
the unique solution to problem (2.18) such that u(0, ·)= u0, we first need to show
that for any t0 ∈ [0, T ), there exist δ,R > 0 and ρ1 > 0, independent of (t0, δ,R),
such that the problem (6.1) with (f,ψ,u0) being replaced by (F(v),G(v),v0) (say
(P1)) is uniquely solvable in
Y = {v ∈ X1+α/2,2+α(t0, t0 + δ,Ωl): v(t0, ·)= v0, Dyv(· ,± l)= 0,
‖v− v0‖X1+α/2,2+α(t0,t0+δ,Ωl) R
}
,
for any v0 ∈B(0, ρ1)⊂X2+α(Ωl) that satisfies the compatibility conditions (6.7).
This can be done arguing as in the proof of step 1, taking Theorem 6.1 into
account.
Next taking advantage of a classical technique we can show that the solution
to problem (2.18) is actually unique in X1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) provided ρ0 is suf-
ficiently small. For a more detailed proof, we refer the reader to [7]. ✷
We now state the optimal regularity properties of the solution of problems
(2.18) and (6.1) in weighted spaces. The results of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 still
hold in the weighted case. Their proofs can be obtained just as the proofs of
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, if we take Remark 3.2 into account.
Theorem 6.3. For any T > 0 and any α ∈ (0,1), there exists ρ0 ∈ R+ such
that for every u0 ∈B(0, ρ0)⊂X/2+α(Ωl), satisfying the compatibility conditions
(6.7), problem (2.18) admits a unique solution u ∈ X /1+α/2,2+α(0, T , Ωl) such
that u(0, ·)= u0. Moreover, there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that
‖u‖X /1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl)  C‖u0‖X/2+α(Ωl).
7. Further regularity results
Throughout this section, in order to simplify the statements of our results,
we denote by Yα(Ωl) (α  0) both the nonweighted space Xα(Ωl) and the
weighted space X/α(Ωl). Just in the same way we define the spaces Yα/2,α(0,
T ,Ωl) and Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) (α ∈ (0,1)). Finally we introduce the space
Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωε,l). It is defined as Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl), with Ωl being re-
placed by the set Ωε,l = (−∞, ε)× (−l, l).
Let us state the main results of this section.
Theorem 7.1. There exists ρ0 > 0 such that, for any u0 ∈ B(0, ρ0) ⊂ Y2+α(Ωl)
satisfying the compatibility conditions (6.7), the solution u ∈ Y1+α/2,2+α(0,
T ,Ωl) of problem (2.18), with u(0, ·) = u0, is analytic in (0, T ) with values in
Y2+α(Ωl).
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If, in addition to the previous assumptions, u0 ∈ B(0, ρ0) ⊂ Y3+α(Ωl), then
Dxu ∈ Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T , Ωε,l) and Dyu ∈ Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl−ε) for any ε ∈
(0, l), and there exists a positive constant C = C(ε), possibly blowing up as ε
tends to 0, such that
‖Dxu‖Y1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωε,l) + ‖Dyu‖Y1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl+ε)  C‖u0‖Y3+α(Ωl).
If even D3yu0(· ,± l) = 0, then Dyu ∈ Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl) and there exists a
positive constant C such that
‖Dyu‖Y1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl)  C‖u0‖Y3+α(Ωl). (7.1)
Finally, if u0 ∈B(0, ρ0)⊂ Y4+α(Ωl) satisfies (6.7), as well as{B[Lu0 +F(u0)] = Gu(u0)[Lu0 +F(u0)],
B0{L[Lu0 +F(u0)] +Fu(u0)[Lu0 +F(u0)]} = 0,
then Dtu ∈ Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ωl). Moreover, there exists a positive constant C,
independent of u0, such that
‖u‖Y1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl) + ‖Dtu‖Y1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ωl)  C‖u0‖Y4+α(Ωl).
Proof. We limit ourselves to proving (7.1) since the other properties can be
obtained adapting the proofs of [7, Theorems 5.1, 5,2, 5.4 and 5.6] to our situation.
To prove (7.1) we consider the operatorE defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Observe that the conditionDyu0(· ,± l)= 0 implies thatEu0 ∈ Y3+α(Ω∞). Since
E commutes with L and B, F and G, the function Eu is easily seen to solve the
problem
Dtv(t, x, y)= (Lv(t, ·))(x, y)+F(v(t, ·))(x, y),
(t, x, y) ∈ [0, T ] ×Ω∞,
(Bv(t, ·))(y)= (G(v(t, ·)))(y), (t, y) ∈ [0, T ] ×R,
v(0, x, y)=Eu0(x, y), (x, y) ∈Ω∞,
in Y1+α/2,2+α(0, T ,Ω∞). By [7, Theorem 5.2], DyEu belongs to Y1+α/2,2+α
(0, T ,Ω∞), provided ρ0 is sufficiently small. Moreover, there exists a positive
constant C˜ such that
‖Dyv‖Y1+α/2,2+α(0,T ,Ω∞)  C˜‖Eu0‖Y3+α(Ω∞)  21−αC˜‖u0‖Y3+α(Ωl).
Now the assertion easily follows with C = 21−αC˜. ✷
Remark 7.2. As far as problem (1.1), (1.2) is concerned, the results of Theo-
rem 7.1 imply that the front ξ is analytic in (0, T ) with values in C2+α([−l, l]).
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Appendix A. Technical lemmata and tools
Lemma A.1. For any N ∈N and any a < 0 the series
fN(x, y)=
+∞∑
n=N
exp
(
πn
2l
x
)
cos
(
πn
2l
y
)
converges uniformly in (−∞, a] ×R. Moreover,
fN(x, y)= exp
(
πN
2l
x
)
kN(x, y),
for any (x, y) ∈Ω2l , where kN is continuously differentiable in Ω2l \ {(0,0)} and
kN(x, y)=−2l
π
x
x2 + y2 +
1
2
3x2 + (2N − 1)y2
x2 + y2 + hN(x, y), (A.1)
for any (x, y) ∈ Ω2l\{(0,0)}. Moreover, the function hN is continuous in the
whole of Ω2l , continuously differentiable in Ω2l \ {(0,0)}, and its first-order
partial derivatives are bounded in a neighborhood of (0,0). Finally, there exists
a polynomial h˜N , depending only on x , and with degree no greater than 2, such
that ∣∣hN(x, y)∣∣+ ∣∣DxhN(x, y)∣∣+ ∣∣DyhN(x, y)∣∣ h˜N (x), (A.2)
for any (x, y) ∈Ω2l \ {(0,0)}, j = 1,2.
Proof. The proof is trivial and it is left to the reader. ✷
Lemma A.2. Suppose that f ∈ BUC(Ω2l ), l < πN . Then the series
S
i,j,k,q
1,N (x, y)=
1
2l
+∞∑
n=N
cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
x/j
tqeβi(n)(t+kx)
× fˆ ((−1)j (t + (1− k)x − 2jx), n)dt,
(x/0=−∞), i = 1,2, 0 j + k  1, q = 0,1, converges uniformly in Ω2l and
S
i,j,k,q
1,N (x, y)=
1
4l
0∫
x/j
tqeβi(N)(t+kx) dt
2l∫
−2l
kN(t + kx, y − z)
× f ((−1)j (t + (1− k)x − 2jx), z)dz, (A.3)
where
βi(n)= πn2l + (−1)
i 1
2
, i = 0,1.
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Proof. We limit ourselves to considering the series S1,0,1,01,N , the other ones being
quite similar to be analyzed. We observe that for any M ∈ N, M >N , we have
1
2l
M∑
n=N
cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
eβ1(n)(t+x)fˆ (t, n) dt
= 1
4l
0∫
−∞
eβ1(N)(t+x) dt
2l∫
−2l
kN(t + x, y − z)fM(t, z) dz,
where
fM(x, y)= 12l
M∑
n=0
fˆ (x, n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
)
, ∀(x, y) ∈Ω2l .
Then we prove that
sup
t0
∥∥fM(t, ·)− f (t, ·)∥∥L2(−2l,2l)→ 0, as M →+∞. (A.4)
The estimate (A.4) is easily seen to hold in BUC((−∞,0]) ⊗ C([−2l,2l]).
Moreover, BUC((−∞,0])⊗C([−2l,2l]) is dense in BUC(Ω2l). To check it, fix
a function f ∈ BUC(Ω2l ) and approximate the function f (x, ·) by a sequence of
polynomialsPn(x, ·) for any x ∈ (−∞,0] as in the proof of the Stone–Weierstrass
theorem (see [10, Theorem 7.26]). As is easily seen, the sequence Pn belongs to
BUC((−∞,0])⊗C([−2l,2l]) and converges uniformly to f in Ω2l . Hence (A.4)
holds in BUC(Ω2l ).
Now, taking (A.1), (A.2) into account, and observing that |t| |t + x| for any
t , x  0, we easily deduce that∣∣∣∣∣ 12l
M∑
n=N
cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
eβ1(n)(t+x)fˆ (t, n) dt
− 1
4l
0∫
−∞
eβ1(N)(t+x) dt
2l∫
−2l
kN(t + x, y − z)f (t, z) dz
∣∣∣∣∣
 1
4l
0∫
−∞
eβ1(N)(t+x) sup
t0
∥∥fM(t, ·)− f (t, ·)∥∥L2(−2l,2l)
×
( 2l∫
−2l
∣∣kN(t + x, z)∣∣2 dz
)1/2
dt
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
(
4
√
lβ1(N)
)−1
sup
t0
∥∥fM(t, ·)− f (t, ·)∥∥L2(−2l,2l)
×
[√
2lβ1(N)1/2 +max(3,2N − 1)+ sup
x0
∣∣h1,N (x)eβ1(N)x/2∣∣].
Letting M tend to +∞, from (A.4) we immediately deduce that S1,0,1,01,N converges
uniformly to the right-hand side of (A.3). ✷
Lemma A.3. Suppose that f ∈ Cα(Ω2l) is an even function with respect to y for
any x ∈ (−∞,0]. Then the functions Sj and Sj,k :Ω2l → C (j = 1,2, k = 0,1)
formally defined by
Sj (x, y)=
+∞∑
n=0
a(n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
)
×
[ 0∫
−∞
eµj,nt fˆ (t + x,n) dt +
0∫
x
eµ3−j,nt fˆ (x − t, n) dt
]
,
Sj,k(x, y)=
+∞∑
n=0
b(n) cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
tkeµj,n(t+x)fˆ (t, n) dt,
where a(n) = (µ1,n + µ2,n)−1, b(n) = b1n−1 + b2n−2 + O(n−3) for some
b1, b2 ∈ C, and ω /∈ σcont(L) (see (4.7)), belong to C2+α((−∞,0] × [−2l,2l]).
Moreover, there exist two positive constants C1 and C2 such that
‖Sj‖C1+i+iα(Ω2l ) + ‖Sj,k‖C1+i+iα(Ω2l ) C1‖f ‖Ciα(Ω2l ), (A.5)
for any j = 1,2 and i, k = 0,1.
Proof. We limit ourselves to considering the function S1, the other functions
being quite similar. We shall show that S1 ∈ C2(Ω2l) and that S1,DS1 converge
uniformly in Ω2l . Once the previous properties are established, it will be easy
to show that the second-order derivatives belong to Cα(Ω2l ). Indeed, as it has
been pointed out in the proof of Theorem 5.1, S1 is a distributional solution to
the differential equation ωS1 −L1S1 = f , where L1 denotes the first component
of L.
Now, S1 ∈C2(Ω2l ) implies that ∆S1 ∈ Cα(Ω2l ). Since S1 is 4l-periodic with
respect to y , we deduce that ∆S1 ∈ Cα(Ω∞). Applying [9, Theorem 3.1.12,
Corollary 3.1.6], we easily deduce that S1 ∈C2+α(Ω2l).
To show that S1 actually belongs to C2(Ω2l), we begin by observing that
S1 ∈C1(Ω2l) and satisfies (A.5) with i = 0. For this purpose it suffices to observe
that a(n)−1 = πn/l +O(1), as n→+∞, and that
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∣∣∣∣∣
0∫
x/j
eµi,nt fˆ
(
(−1)j (t + x − 2jx), n)dt∣∣∣∣∣
 (4l)k
(
2l
πn
)αk
(Reµj+1,n)−1‖f ‖Cαk(Ω2l ),
for i = 1,2, j , k = 0,1 and n ∈ N.
To prove that DxS1 ∈ C1(Ω2l), we observe that DxS1(x, y) = 12S1(x, y) +
I1(x, y), where
I1(x, y)=−12
+∞∑
n=0
cos
(
πn
2l
y
)[ 0∫
−∞
eµ1,nt fˆ (t + x,n) dt
−
0∫
x
eµ2,nt fˆ (x − t, n) dt
]
.
Consequently, we only need to show that I1 ∈C1(Ω2l). For this purpose, we split
such a term as
I1(x, y)=−12
N∑
n=0
cos
(
πn
2l
y
)[ 0∫
−∞
eµ1,nt fˆ (t + x,n) dt
−
0∫
x
eµ2,nt fˆ (x − t, n) dt
]
− 1
2
+∞∑
n=N
cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
−∞
[
eµ1,nt − eβ1(n)t]fˆ (t + x,n) dt
+ 1
2
+∞∑
n=N
cos
(
πn
2l
y
) 0∫
x
[
eµ2,nt − eβ2(n)t]fˆ (x − t, n) dt
− 1
2
+∞∑
n=N
cos
(
πn
2l
y
)[ 0∫
−∞
eβ1(n)t fˆ (t + x,n) dt
−
0∫
x
eβ2(n)t fˆ (x − t, n) dt
]
=
3∑
k=1
Jk(x, y),
where N is any integer such that l < Nπ .
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Showing that J1 ∈ C1(Ω2l ) is an easy task. As far as J2 is concerned, we
observe that∣∣∣∣∣
0∫
x/j
tk
[
eµi,nt − eβi,nt]fˆ ((−1)j (t + x − 2jx), n)dt∣∣∣∣∣
 4l‖f ‖C(Ω2l )
0∫
−∞
|t|k
∣∣∣∣∣
1∫
0
d
ds
eµi,n,s t ds
∣∣∣∣∣dt
 2k+2
(
1+ 4|ω|)l‖f ‖C(Ω2l )
[(
π2n2
l2
− |1+ 4ω|
)1/2
− 1
]−3−k
,
for any i = 1,2, j , k = 0,1 and n sufficiently large, where
µj,n,s := µj(ω,n, s)= 12
(
(1+ 4ω)s + π
2n2
l2
)1/2
+ (−1)j 1
2
(j = 1,2).
Now observing that µj(ω,n)−βj (n)=O(n−1) as n tends to +∞, we can easily
show that J2 belongs to C1(Ω2l ) as well. Moreover, we can find out a positive
constant C1, independent of f , such that
‖J1‖C1(Ω2l ) + ‖J2‖C1(Ω2l )  C1‖f ‖C(Ω2l ). (A.6)
To conclude the proof we have to consider the term J3, to show that it belongs to
C1(Ωl) and there exists a positive constant C2, independent of f , such that
‖J3‖C1(Ω2l )  C2‖f ‖Cα(Ω2l ). (A.7)
Thanks to Lemma A.2, we deduce that J3 ∈C(Ω2l) and its sup-norm is bounded
by the right-hand side of (A.7) for a suitable constant C2.
To prove that J3 is continuously differentiable in Ωl , we introduce the ap-
proximating function J3,ε : (−∞, ε)× [−2l,2l]→ R (ε < 0) defined by
J3,ε(x, y)=−12
x+ε∫
−∞
eβ1(N)(t−x) dt
2l∫
−2l
kN(t − x, y − z)f (t, z) dz
+ 1
2
0∫
x−ε
eβ2(N)(x−t ) dt
2l∫
−2l
kN (x − t, y − z)f (t, z) dz.
As is easily seen, J3,ε ∈ C1((−∞, ε) × [−2l,2l]) for any ε < 0. Taking Lem-
ma A.2 into account, it can checked that J3,ε converges to J3 as ε→ 0 uniformly
in (−∞, a] × [−2l,2l] for any a < 0, thanks to (A.1).
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Let us prove that J3,ε converges with respect to the C1-norm in (−∞, a] ×
[−2l,2l] for any a < 0. This will be enough to conclude that J3 ∈ C1((−∞,0)×
[−2l,2l]). We shall limit ourselves to showing that DxJ3,ε converges uniformly
in (−∞, a]× [−2l,2l] for any a < 0 since the same technique can be used in the
case of DyJ3,ε .
Since kN(x, ·) and DxkN(x, ·) are integrable in (−2l,2l) with null integral for
any x < 0, we deduce that
DxJ3,ε(x, y)=−12e
β1(N)ε
2l∫
−2l
kN(ε, y − z)
[
f (x + ε, z)− f (x + ε, y)]dz
− 1
2
eβ2(N)ε
2l∫
−2l
kN (ε, y − z)
[
f (x − ε, z)− f (x − ε, y)]dz
+ 1
2
β1(N)
x+ε∫
−∞
eβ1(N)(t−x) dt
2l∫
−2l
kN(t − x, y − z)f (t, z) dz
+ 1
2
β2(N)
0∫
x−ε
eβ2(N)(x−t ) dt
2l∫
−2l
kN(x − t, y − z)f (t, z) dz
+ 1
2
x+ε∫
−∞
eβ1(N)(t−x) dt
×
2l∫
−2l
(
DxkN
)
(t − x, y − z)[f (t, z)− f (t, y)]dz
+ 1
2
0∫
x−ε
eβ2(N)(x−t ) dt
×
2l∫
−2l
(DxkN)(x − t, y − z)
[
f (t, z)− f (t, y)]dz. (A.8)
Thanks to the 4l-periodicity of the function kN with respect to y , from (A.1) we
deduce that
kN(x, y)=−2l
π
1∑
j=−1
x
x2 + (y + 4j l)2 −N
1∑
j=−1
(y + 4j l)2
x2 + (y + 4j l)2
+ h¯N (x, y), (A.9)
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for any (x, y) ∈ (−∞,0] × [−4l,4l] \ {(0,4j l)}, j = −1,0,1, and h¯N enjoys
the same regularity properties as hN . Moreover, since f is an even function with
respect to y and belongs to Cα(Ω2l), we have∣∣f (x, y)− f (x, z)∣∣
 [f ]Cα(Ω2l ) min
(|y − z|α, |y − z+ 4l|α, |y − z− 4l|α), (A.10)
for any y, z ∈ [−2l,2l]. Consequently, taking (A.9), (A.10), and Lemma A.2 into
account, it can be easily checked that DxJ3,ε converges uniformly in (−∞, a] ×
[−l, l] for any a < 0. This implies that J3 is continuously differentiable in
(−∞,0)× [−2l,2l] and DxJ3(x, y) is given, for any (x, y) ∈Ω2l , by the right-
hand side of (A.8) where we take ε = 0.
Let us denote by Lj (j = 1, . . . ,6) the six different terms occurring in the
definition of DxJ3. To prove that DxJ3 ∈ C(Ω2l ) we can limit ourselves in
dealing with the terms L5 and L6. Indeed, thanks to Lemma A.2, formulas (A.9)
and (A.10), the terms Lj , j = 1, . . . ,4, are continuous in Ω2l . To analyze L5 and
L6, we replace the function DxkN in the integrals defining L5 and L6 with the
function
Dxkh,N (x, y)= 2l
π
1∑
j=−1
x2 − (y + 4j l)2
(x2 + (y + 4j l)2 + h2)2
+ 2(N − 2)
1∑
j=−1
x(y + 4j l)2
(x2 + (y + 4j l)2 + h2)2 +Dxh¯N(x, y),
obtaining the terms L5,h and L6,h which are continuous in the whole of Ω2l and
uniformly converging in Ω2l to L5 and L6, respectively.
This implies that J3 is continuously differentiable with respect to x in Ω2l .
Moreover, the sup-norm of DxJ3 can be bounded by the right-hand side of (A.7)
for suitable C2, independent of f .
From (A.6) and (A.7) we immediately deduce that DxS1 ∈C1(Ω2l) and
‖DxS1‖C1(Ω2l )  C3‖f ‖Cα(Ω2l ),
for some positive constantC3. Since S1 is a distributional solution to ωS1−∆S1−
DxS1 = f , we deduce that DyyS1 ∈ C(Ω2l) so that S1 ∈ C2(Ω2l) and satisfies
(A.5) with i = 1. The proof is now complete. ✷
Remark A.4. All the results in Lemmas A.2 and A.3 hold also if we replace the
function y → cos(πny/2l) by the function y → sin(πny/2l).
Lemma A.5. Suppose that f ∈ C2+α(Ωl) is such that limx→−∞ |f (x, y)| = 0
for any y ∈ [−l, l]. Then, the same holds true for all the derivatives of f up to the
second order.
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Proof. The proof will be achieved by an interpolation argument. First of all we
observe that for any M < 0 and any f ∈C2+α((−∞,M] × [−l, l]) it holds
‖f ‖C2((−∞,M]×[−l,l]) C‖f ‖α/(2+α)C((−∞,M]×[−l,l])‖f ‖2/(2+α)C2+α((−∞,M]×[−l,l]),
(A.11)
for some positive constant C, independent of M . To check (A.11) we first observe
that, reasoning as in the proof of (6.12), it can be easily proved that (A.11) holds
with M = 0 and then apply such a result to the function (x, y) → f (x −M,y).
Now we observe that ‖f ‖C((−∞,M]×[−l,l]) converges to 0 as M →−∞. On the
contrary, suppose that the previous property does not hold. Then there exists ε > 0
such that for any n ∈ N there exist xn −n, yn ∈ [−l, l] with |f (xn, yn)| ε. Up
to a subsequence, we can assume that yn → y as n→+∞ for some y ∈ [−l, l].
Letting n tend to +∞ in the inequality∣∣f (xn, y)∣∣ ∣∣f (xn, yn)∣∣− ∣∣f (xn, yn)− f (xn, y)∣∣
 ε− [f ]Cα(Ωl)|yn − y|α,
we get a contradiction.
Now, from (A.11), we immediately deduce the assertion. ✷
Lemma A.6. For any l ∈ R+, any θ ∈ [0,1) and any k ∈ [0,3), there exist two
lifting operators M and N satisfying the following properties:
(i) M ∈ L({ζ ∈ Ck([−l, l]): ζ ′(± l) = 0 (if k  1)},Xk(Ωl)) ∩ L({ζ ∈
Ck([−l, l]): ζ ′(± l) = 0 (if k  1)},X/k(Ωl)) and DyMζ(· ,± l) = 0, if
k  1.
(ii) N ∈ L(Cθ ([−l, l]),Xθ+1(Ωl))∩L(Cθ ([−l, l]),X/θ+1(Ωl)).
(iii) N ∈ L({f ∈C1+θ ([−l, l]): f ′(± l)= 0},X2+θ (Ωl))∩L({f ∈C1+θ ([−l, l]):
f ′(± l)= 0},X/2+θ (Ωl)).
(iv) BNg = (0,0, g) for any g ∈C([−l, l]).
(v) DyNg(x,± l)= 0 for any x  0 and any g ∈ C([−l, l]).
Proof. Let E be the extension operator defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and
consider, for any ψ ∈ C([−l, l]), the functions Mψ and Nψ defined by
Mψ(x,y)= η(x)
∫
R
ϕ(ξ)Eψ(y + ξx) dξ,
Nψ(x, y)= η(x)x
∫
R
ϕ(ξ)Eψ(y + ξx) dξ, ∀(x, y) ∈Ωl,
where ϕ ∈ C∞0 (R) is an even and nonnegative function compactly supported in
(−1,1) and with ‖ϕ‖L1(R) = 1, while η ∈ C∞((−∞,0]) is such that η(x)= 0 if
x −2 and η(x)= 1 if x ∈ [−1,0].
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The operator N is defined by Nψ = (−Nψ,−λNψ,0) for any ψ ∈
C([−l, l]).
It is easy to check that M satisfies (i), and that N fulfills properties (ii)–(iv).
To check that DyMψ(· ,± l)= 0 for any ψ ∈ C1([−l, l]) we observe that
(Mψ)
(
x, (4n− 2)l − y)= η(x)∫
R
ϕ(ξ)Eψ
(
(4n− 2)l − y + ξx)dξ
= η(x)
∫
R
ϕ(ξ)Eψ(y − ξx) dξ = (Mψ)(x, y),
since ϕ is an even function. Now differentiating with respect to y both the first
and latter term of the previous chain of equalities and letting y = ± l, we get
DyMζ(· ,± l)= 0. The same technique can be used to show that (v) holds true.✷
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